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chain to the.Hand gun and pistol manufacturers, such as Glock, Inc. of Austria, have increasingly
introduced ergonomic designs into the manufacture of their handguns to reduce the hand fatigue

experienced by shooters during a long range shooting event. Such ergonomic designs are generally
provided in the form of hammerless or double action pistols that utilize multiple firing pin strikes to
discharge the weapon. In particular, such hammerless or double action pistols utilize the first firing
pin to discharge the gun's single action mechanism and the second firing pin to discharge the gun's
double action mechanism. The ergonomic advantage of the hammerless or double action design is

that the shooter does not need to pull the trigger to discharge the weapon, thus reducing the fatigue
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experienced by the shooter, and, in particular, the index finger of the shooter's hand. Although the
double action or hammerless design is a significant improvement over the single action design, the

multiple firing pin strikes can still cause excessive hand fatigue in the shooter. In particular, the
trajectory of the bullet can cause the bullet to strike the hand, or the synthetic fiber in which the
bullet is encased, causing severe deformation or breakage to the hand and finger portions of the

shooter's hand. Because of this, current hand gun designs have attempted to reduce the occurrence
of a damaged hand and finger. Specifically, in Glock, Inc.'s double action design, the finger rest is

shaped in the manner of a curved leaf spring. When the finger rest engages the user's finger during
use, the thumb of the user's hand is placed in tension against the bottom of the finger rest, thus
causing the finger rest to absorb or dampen the recoil of the weapon during firing. However, this

design has the potential to fail in that the spring action of the finger rest could cause the finger rest
to bounce off of the users finger during recoil. Additionally, the fingers can also hurt in the event the
finger rest is too forceful. Additionally, if the finger rest is moved to the side of the weapon, as occurs

with all users, the firing pin will strike the finger rest and it 0cc13bf012
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